
Protolanguages 
 

Where does language come from? 

How did humans come to be able to communicate in this unusual way? It is rare to find 
things to be unique to one species, but this is what language is to us. 

 it might be the speech apparatus 

 or it might be some DNA properties 

 or behaviour; actual language, not the biologically-given human faculty for language per se 
these help to understand language faculty; language may just be like other biological traits 
and can thus studied via a biological evolutionary approach. 
 

1) Gradual evolution of language? 
 One approach to answer the question where language comes from mis the biological 

one; tackle the problem like a biologist would do. 

 Could there have been a mutation and someone could do it all at once?  unlikely... 

 Darwin contributed to the idea of natural selection and the notion of continuity in 
evolution; so if we look for continuity and gradualness – LAN might have evolved 
gradually. But how would a language evolve gradually? 

 What would a precursor to LAN look like? (logical problem: even an eye evolved step by 
step – not “only whole thing because nothing in between can work”) 

 Could we find the different “evolving” stages in real world? 
 

2) Protolanguage  something that isn’t full modern LAN, rather half of it 

(evolutionary LING) (in historical LING: reconstructed earlier form of LAN) 
 If LAN didn’t emerge in one leap, then protolanguage must have existed. But what could 

half a LAN look like? 

 Since there was no evidence on protolanguages but only speculations, work on it was 
banned in 1866 (“the society will accept no communication dealing with either the origin 
of LAN or the creation of a universal LAN”) 

 Approaches for evidence of gradual evolvement in biology are fossils or the comparative 
approach. “Living fossils” of protolanguage are proposed by Derek Bickerton – 
somewhat controversial approach. He looked for “more than ‘simple’ animal 
communication, but less than ‘full’ human language” 

 Bickerton (1990) suggests (for living fossils) 
 

a) Language of trained apes 
 Seem to be able to learn symbolic associations: Even able to get subtle distinctions like 

proper noun vs common noun (“banana” vs “Roger”). However, size of vocabulary rather 
small. Syntax appears to be the big difference. 
o Lack of grammatical items: Much of LAN is made up of articles, auxiliaries, 

prepositions etc. But LAN-trained apes’ vocabularies are limited to mainly nouns and 
verbs (might be an artefact of the training method!) – this makes testing for syntactic 
structure hard! 

o Syntactic structure: Not just about order of words. Examples from Bickerton (1990): 
Lucy tickled Roger. Lucy was tickled by Roger. It was Lucy that Roger tickled... 
But these require grammatical items (which apes don’t seem to have)! 
A fairer test: embedding: You know he’s here. I want you to go. Tell them what to do. 
Longest ape utterance: give orange me give eat orange me eat... 

 

b) Language of children under two 
States that children produce protolanguage which is later replaced with proper language 
 
 



E.g. of Protolanguage: 

 
ape child 
Features: a lot o one-word utterances ● no grammatical items ● no overt evidence of 
structure ● ambiguous (red me eat, sleep tootbrush) ●null elements that must be guessed 
from context 

 

c) Language of Genie 
 Case of abuse uncovered in ^970 

 Genie was deprived of LAN from 18 months to 13 years 

 Despite intensive therapy, unable to get beyond level o 2-
year old child’s linguistic sophistication. (otherwise normal, 
IQ etc) (her LAN developed only through normal pre-2 year 
old phases after being recued)  

seems more sophisticated but lack of syntactic structure ● few 
grammatical items ● ambiguity through missing elements and no structure 
 

d) Pidgin langauges 
 LAN created when speakers 

without a common language 
were forced to communicate, 
e.g. Colonial plantation 
societies, trading “LAN”, 
maybe early stages of 
indigenous sign-LAN 
development 

Lacks full complement of 
grammatical items, consistent order, many arguments to verbs etc ● note that all speakers 
had access to their full native LAN! 
 

3) Differences between Protolanguage and Language 
● sources of constraints on word order ● freedom of null elements ● recursion (possibility for 
expanding sentences indefinitely) ● grammatical items 
 

Summary 

 There is a mode of linguistic communication that occurs in modern humans and LAN 
trained apes 

 It has some of the characteristics of full human LAN, but not all 

 a logical possibility: this is a living fossil of protolanguage 
o a prior stage in the evolution of LAN 

 

Remaining Questions 

why would protolanguage evolve? ● what are the biological underpinnings of protolanguage? 
● what are the differences between the biology of protolanguage and full language? ● what is 
the route from one to the other? ● are there other possible living fossils? 


